BCCCI MEMBERS
COMPANY

EUROUNICO LTD

RAM COMMERCE
LTD

BULTRADE GLOBAL
LTD

CONTACTS
Web: http://rose-drops.com/
E-mail: info@eurounico.com
Tel.: +359 2 962 1910; +359 888 350 345
Address: Bulgaria, Sofia 1407 21 A
”Koziak ” str. fl.1 office 2

Web: http://bulgarianhoney.com/
E-mail: ramcom@techno-link.com
Tel.: +359 2 981 23 20; +359 2 981 54 13
Address: 82 “Rakovska” str., Sofia 1000,
Bulgaria

Web: http://bultradeglobal.com
E-mail: office@bultradeglobal.com
Tel.: +359 887 369 331
Address: Bulgaria, Stara Zagora, Trite
chuchura, house 85, ap. 15

COMPANY ACTIVITY
Rose Drops is mountain spring water with extract of Bulgarian rose oil,
created as a tender combination of spring water and rose's bio ethereal oil
produced in the solely certified distillery of rose's bio products in
Bulgaria. This water is of lower class mineralization, suitable for
everyday use, and provides the body with all necessary minerals, salts and
the extremely beneficial for our health rose's oil product and probiotics.
Spring water “Rose drops” comes from a spring originating 600 meters
underground situated at 1067 meters above sea level just below Mount
Persenk in the Rodopi Mountain.
Ram Commerce is a well-developed and dynamic company established in
1994 and specialized in bee honey producing and trading. Managed by a
high qualified and experienced team we promptly succeeded joining the
first ranks of Bulgarian honey exporters. We have our own factory which
it is certified by TUV Germany for quality control and traceability of
production requirements for the IFS implementation in the European retail
chains and internal control system for the certification of Bulgarian honey
to the European standards. We have a laboratory where we test the quality
of the honey.
We are located in the heart of the Thracian Valley. The orographic
barriers around these lowlands have an essential influence on the
agricultural produce quality. That is exactly why the Thracian Valley is
famous for its fertile lands- the best quality oilseeds and grain raw
materials grow here. This gives us the opportunity for fast and
competitive supplies. Strategically we are located near sea ports, which
makes it easier to serve our customers both by sea and by land transport.
Nowadays we develop reliable and long-term business relationships with
our partners. Led by honesty and offering competitive solutions, we are

happy to have successful implementations of cereals and oil seeds as well
as food for birds.

CAMCO LTD

SWEET WAY LTD

NATURAL
COSMETIC LTD

Web: http://camcobg.com/
E-mail: info@camcobg.com
Tel.: +359 32 655433; +359 878 777433
Address: 1 General Radko Dimitriev str.,
4006 Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Web: http://sweetwaybg.eu/
E-mail: sweet_way_bg@abv.bg
Tел.: +359 336 667 60
Address: 9 Haydushko Izvorche Str., 1621
Sofia, Bulgaria

Web: http://naturalcosmetic-bg.eu/
E-mail: sales@naturalcosmetic-bg.eu
Tel.: +359(0)32 909 808
Address: 260 Vasil Levski str., 4000
Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Web: http://www.kammarton.com/
E-mail: info@kammarton.com

Camco Ltd is a European producer focused on the development of leading
beauty products under the brands – Victoria Beauty, Asristea and
Standelli professional. The most popular are cosmetic lines with Snail
extract, 100% natural Snail and Rose oil, Argan oil, Macadamia oil,
Keratin and Cannabis. The diverse portfolio includes products for face,
hair care and styling, depilatory products, hand and foot creams,
rejuvenating masks, coloring shampoos and many others. All products are
developed under the supervision of leading experts, with careful selection
of ingredients, based on latest cosmetic trends. Additionally, we offer
private label opportunities.
Sweet way ltd is a Bulgarian company, operating in the field of the food
industry. The company was found in 1998. The company produces
biscuits and products on the basis of the sponge-cake and its varieties,
including cake bars, Swiss rolls, cake layers, cakes, desserts, bonbons and
etc.
According to the requirements of EU for quality and standards, the
company has obtained the following certificates: HACCP, FSSC 22000,
ISO 22000:2005, ISO/TS 22002 – 1:2009.
Natural Cosmetic Ltd. is a Bulgarian company specialized in the
production of cosmetics for body and face with essential oils. The
products are created in the spirit of best international trends for
harmonious coexistence of man and nature. Using natural products is part
of the philosophy of the brand for a balance between the urban lifestyle
and generosity of the earth. Natural Cosmetic works only with high
quality natural raw materials authorized for use in cosmetic personal care
products under Regulation 1223/2009 EPS. Biologically active substances
used in the cosmetic products of the company are entirely organic.
"Kammarton Bulgaria Ltd." offers products from Sweden, Germany,
Italy, Spain, UK and others in areas: cutting and welding industry,

KAMMARTON LTD

Tel.: +35929266060
Address: № 8 „Iliensko shose“, Sofia,
Bulgaria

Web: http://o-connect.com
E-mail: info@o-connect.com
Tel.: +359 2 9807281
Address: Sofia, Sopharma Business
Towers, Lachezar Stancher srt 5, fl.4
O-CONNECT LTD

PHOENIX
SOLUTIONS
BULGARIA LTD

Web: http://phoenixsolutions.bg/
Email: office@phoenixsolutions.bg/ iliev.i.i
vo@gmail.com
Tel.: +359 887 07 93 27

furniture, tools, consumables and personal protective equipment,
construction equipment, industrial systems, warehouse and packaging
equipment. We have our own service network. Kammarton Bulgaria is
certified by: ISO 14 001 : 2004, OHSAS 18 001 : 2007, ISO 9001 : 2008.
Kammarton Bulgaria has its head office in Sofia and employs altogether
over 210 people. The product managers are the employees responsible for
marketing of the manufacturers’ products. They all are trained (most - at
the production site of each manufacturer) and know the products in
details. Their task is to organise deliveries, to monitor stock and to
promote sales. 15 service engineers take care for the warrantee and after
warrantee service of all the machines.
Since the establishment of the company in 2001., the key priority for OConnect Premium Group LTD is quality service and meeting the
consumers’ demands in the mobile technology and telecommunications
area. Our goal is to provide competitive prices, fast and easy service. OConnect offers mobile and electronic devices and accessories, warranty,
quality service and maintenance, that meet the needs of each user.
With more than 14 years of experience in business and commerce trade,
marketing and management, both locally and internationally, our goal is
to be flexible and informed in order to satisfy the requirements and
preferences of each client and to build an easily accessible network of
users and companies. In 2015 we launched our online shopping platform,
which offers a wide range product catalog, innovation and easy access to
the latest technological trends. O-Connect is an authorized Apple reseller
and official representative of the most popular and successful technology
brands – Apple, Samsung, Blackberry, HTC, Microsoft Nokia, LG and
others.
Phoenix Solutions is a Bulgarian consulting company, based in Sofia, and
specialized in providing business services to its clients, seeking effective
cooperation with partners from Russia, China and Central Asian countries
Our experts have significant experience and knowledge in the field of
international marketing, internationalization, establishment and

Address: 21A Koziak str., 1407 Sofia,
Bulgaria

TOURINFO LTD

MOUNTAIN
PARADISE LTD

UNIMERCH
INTERNATIONAL LT

E-mail: lndinev@yahoo.com
Tel.: +359 2 962 1910; +359 888 350 345
Address: Bulgaria, Sofia 1407 21 A
”Koziak ” str. fl.1 office 2

Web: http://www.mountain-paradise.org
Email: hotel_mountain_paradise@yahoo.co
m
Tel.: +359 885 998199
Bansko 2770, „Parcaleto“ district, Yavor
53 str./ Mis Stone 6 str.
E-mail: unimerch@mail.ru
Tel.: + 8613510909172

maintaining of business relations with partners from Russia, China,
Belarus, Ukraine and Central Asia countries.
Phoenix Solutions provides business services in the field of:
• Business consultancy - marketing and sectoral analyses and
researches, b2b matchmaking, organization of seminars and trainings,
projects with EU funding, etc.;
• Organization of business missions and company participation on
international exhibitions and trade fairs;
• Corporate identity and Brand management.
Tourism services

Hotel "Mountain Paradise by the Walnut trees" is located at about 380
meters from the ski lift and 10 minutes’ walk from the main street Pirin.

Our company Unimerch International LTD is located in Shenzhen, China
right across the China-Hong Kong border. Our company is a professional
supplier of corporate and promotional gifts : lapel pins, badges, name
tags, brooches, plaques, trophies, cuff links, tie bars, bottle openers,
keychains, coins, medals, rings, bookmarks, luggage tags in both metal
and soft PVC materials. We offer the following services FREE of charges
with every order: FREE Artwork and Design FREE Full Color Proof With
Unlimited Revisions FREE Setup and Mold Fee FREE Sample Charge 7
Day Production Time . We can provide a very good quality with the low
price. On a factory we have professional QC, so they monitoring all

IMMOPONT CHINA
LTD

ACN WORLDWIDE
CHINA LTD

TURKISH AIRLINES

Web: http://immopont.com/
E-mail: zik_xiang@immopont.com
Tel.: +8613482826312
Address: Suite 2903, City Gateway, №
398 North Caoxi Road, Xuhui District,
Shanghai, 200030
Web: www.acnworldwide.com
E-mail: info@acnworldwide.com
Tel.: +862161218787
Address: unit 1001, 10F, Ascendas Plaza,
33 Tianuaooqiao road, Shanghai, China
Web: http://www.turkishairlines.com
E-mail: obeyoglu@thy.com
Tel.: :.+359 2 980 4151
Address: 14, Tzar Osvoboditel Blv., Sofia
1000, Republic of Bulgaria

Web: http://mavrud.com/
E-mail: office@mavrud.com

ASENOVGRAD
WINERY LTD

process of manufacturing from the materials to the end product.
Consulting services in the field of international trade and logistics

Business consultancy services

Turkish Airlines is the national flag carrier airline of Turkey,
headquartered at the Turkish Airlines General Management Building on
the grounds of Atatürk Airport in Yeşilköy, Bakırköy, Istanbul. As of July
2015, it operates scheduled services to 290 destinations in Europe, Asia,
Africa, and the Americas, making it the fourth-largest carrier in the world
by number of destinations, as of 2014. It serves more destinations nonstop from a single airport than any other airline in Europe. Turkish
Airlines flies to 119 countries, more than any other airline.With an
operational fleet of ten cargo aircraft, the airline's cargo division serves 52
destinations.
Asenovgrad winery was founded during the year 1947. With the
expansion of the raw material base the enterprise developed and the
production has been constantly increasing. Towards the present moment
Asenovgrad winery, town of Assenovgrad, disposes of capacities for
processing of 10 million tons of grapes and production and bottling of 12
million of bottles of high-quality red wines. The products of the factory
are well accepted in the country and abroad. A large part of bottled
production is exported for Western Europe - Germany, Czech Republic,
Poland, Belgium, Austria, Holland, England as well as USA, China,

Web: http://genesis-bglab.com/en
E-mail: genesis@abv.bg
GENESIS
LABORATORIES
LTD

Web: www.damascenarozbio.com
E-mail: damascenarozbio@abv.bg
DAMASCENA
ROZBIO LTD

Web: http://www.brestovitsawinery.eu/
E-mail: office@brestovitsawinery.eu
BRESTOVITSA
WINERY

Vietnam. The main grape varieties are Mavrud, Cabernet Sauvignon,
Merlot, Rubin and Syrah, Cabernet Franc, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay
and others. The image of Asenovgrad winery is the wine of Mavrud wine
grape variety. The wines of Mavrud are known very well all over the
world. The winery has won numerous medals and awards from
international competitions.
“Genesis Laboratories” LTD is a modern biotechnological company special
development and production of concentrated freeze-dried starter cultures fo
industry. The company is founded in 1992 by lead scientists in the field.
office, the R&D and the production facilities are located in Sofia, Bulgaria
of the art technical equipment and production cycle are the major guaranties
and quality. Our team is consisted of highly qualified specialists and
laboratory trained personnel. Our main priority in our scientific res
development of starter cultures is not only the production quality, but also th
health effect in the human body those cultures can have in their final stage
food products. The “Genesis Laboratories” LTD cultures are certified and
at the National Reserve for Industrial Microbiological and Cellular Cultu
Bulgaria.
Damascena Rozbio Ltd is a Bulgarian company, specialized mainly in
cultivation, growing and processing of rose and lavender essential oils,
floral waters, dried flowers and cosmetic products. The company’s
gardens are situated in the most favorable region for those plants’
maximum performance in health, perfumery and cosmetics – The
Bulgarian Rose Valley. With a close cycle of production, our quality
control spreads throughout the whole process from the garden to the
bottle. The company’s production quality has been confirmed by
laboratory analysis and ISO certificates.
The land on which Brestovitsa Winery now stands was inhabited some 6
900 years ago by the Thracian tribes. Together with their deity Dionysus
and the mystic bard Orpheus, the Thracians celebrated their lives with
growing, making and drinking of full-bodied wines. This rich heritage of
over six millennia of wine making traditions together with the strict EU

wine regulations make of Brestovitsa Winery a high-rated producer of
quality wines. Brestovitsa winemaking co-operative originated back in
1908 in the generous Thracian Valley. It is a policy of Brestovitsa Winery
to preserve ardently the inherited traditions giving priority to the singleblended wines and cuvees with indigenous Bulgarian grape varieties like
Mavrud, Pamid and Rubin.
Refan Bulgaria Ltd. was founded in 1991 and is a leading producer of
perfumery and cosmetics. Nowadays, Refan is a worldwide leading brand
- a symbol of high quality and prestige. Refan product catalog includes a
wide variety of items: over 250 perfume fragrances for men and women,
more than 550 high-quality cosmetic products for face, body and hair,
handmade glycerin soaps, magnificient boutique candles and home
perfumes based on rose extract and other natural ingredients. Our
products have always been closely related to the authenticity of the region
and its ancient traditions in the production of rose oil and rose water. The
factory is equipped with modern facilities for the production of perfumery
and cosmetics.

Web: www.refan.com
E-mail: sales4@refan.net
REFAN
BULGARIA LTD

PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATION
NAME

EU SME CENTRE

CONTACT INFORMATION
Room 910, Sunflower Tower, No.37
Maizidian West Street,
Chaoyang District, Beijing, People’s
Republic of China
Postcode: 100125
邮编： 100125
Tel: (010) 85275300
Fax: (010) 85275093
www.eusmecentre.org.cn

ORGANIZATION ACTIVITY
The EU SME Centre is a European Union initiative that provides a
comprehensive range of hands-on support services to European small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), getting them ready to do business in
China.
The EU SME Centre of experts provides advice and support in four areas
– business development, law, standards and conformity and human
resources. Collaborating with external experts worldwide, the Centre
converts valuable knowledge and experience into practical business tools
and services easily accessible online.
SMEs account for 99.7% of all businesses in the EU and are

CEED BULGARIA

Bulgarian Small and
Medium Enterprises
Promotion Agency
(BSMEPA)

Bulgarian-Chinese

6 Bigla St., Floor 2, Ap.3
Sofia 1407, Bulgaria
Tel: (359) 2 819 4343
Fax: (359) 2 819 4344
http://www.ceed-bulgaria.org/

Address: 2-4 Lege Str., 1000 Sofia,
Bulgaria
Phone: +359 2 940 7940
Fax: +359 2 940 7993
e-mail: office@sme.government.bg
http://www.sme.government.bg/en/

Address: 9th Floor, Maritsa str. 154,
Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 888 59 3950 (Public Relations)

acknowledged as a key source of growth, entrepreneurship, innovation,
competitiveness and employment. At the same time, SMEs are typically
less resourced than larger firms to address the complexities and risks of
entering global markets.
The Centre is funded by the European Union and implemented by a
consortium of six partners - the China-Britain Business Council, the
Benelux Chamber of Commerce, the China-Italy Chamber of Commerce,
the French Chamber of Commerce in China, the EUROCHAMBRES, and
the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China.
CEED strives for a world where entrepreneurs have the tools and support
they need to spur innovation, create jobs, and build thriving economies.
CEED drives economic growth by developing, connecting and mentoring
entrepreneurs to strengthen their businesses so they can create jobs and in
turn accelerate economic prosperity. Building a community of
entrepreneurs is paramount in our approach. CEED not only provides
entrepreneurs business know-how through its accelerator programs but
also connects participants to mentors and a community of entrepreneurs
that can help take their small businesses to next level. The holistic
combination of market connections, community engagement, capacity
building and access to capital set CEED apart.
The Bulgarian Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion Agency
(BSMEPA) was established in 2004 with the Ministry of Economy of
Republic of Bulgaria. BSMEPA is a Government institution and its main
functions are focused on the implementation of the Bulgarian
Government’s policy for small and medium enterprises (SME). In this
respect the Agency provides to Bulgarian SMEs information and
consulting services, organizes training courses and implements promotion
activities in supporting the increase of SMEs’ competitiveness and
strengthening their international positions.
Bulgarian-Chinese Business Development Association was founded in
2010 in Plovdiv, the second largest city in Bulgaria, as a NGO aiming at
deepening the cooperation between Bulgaria and China in all spheres of

Business Development
Association

The Institute for
Strategy and Analysis
(ISA)

Association „ Defence
Industry Club”

+359 887 11 2270 (Project Sectors)
Email: contact@bg-china-partners.com
http://www.bg-china-partners.com/

Address: 1000 Sofia, 16 Hristo Belchev
str.
margadimitrova@gmail.com
http://epicenter.bg/

Association Club Defence Industry
Sofia, “Alabin” , 16-20, BSK, Fl.6
Тel: 02/ 980 15 29, 843 10 98
Fax: 02/ 945 56 00
Mob.: +359 877 576 144, +359 879 444
292

life – economy /investment, trade/, tourism, education, science, sport. At
its heart are companies, national leaders, such as „Sienit Holding“, „KCM
2000“, “Respect Consult”, “Galaxy Property Group”, “Biofresh” and
others. Due to its activity, „Bulgarian-Chinese Business Development
Association” earned the respect of both Bulgarian and Chinese state,
municipalities and business circles. The association is organizer and
participant in important bilateral forums by cooperating closely with the
Bulgarian government, municipalities, the Embassy of the People’s
Republic of China in Bulgaria, the Embassy of the Republic of Bulgaria
in Beijing, Consulate General of Bulgaria in Shanghai, the Confucius
Institute, Chinese news agency Xinhua.
The Institute for Strategy and Analysis (ISA) starts to function in
September 1, 2015. It was established by prominent media professionals
who have a lot of years of experience and influence in society as free
territory, as a platform where science and business ideas often find an
intersection with politics representatives.
The founders of the Institute work together with an authoritative team of
experts and public figures, representatives of Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences, higher education institutions, prestigious non-governmental
organizations, political parties. All of their form the positions among the
society, and among the narrow targeted audiences through their publicrecognized experience and knowledge.
The main goals of ISA are: to find more efficient solutions on national
issues; more opportunities for the innovative businesses and producers;
less aggression in society; better dialogue; more quality in the
information.
The Association „ Defence Industry Club” was established on 30.01.2015
as an organization – association of a large circle of adherents and experts.
Within the last several years with the united efforts of number of
organizations we held seminars, conferences, round tables and symposia
related to the issues and the future of the Bulgarian Defence Industry as a
factor and a component of the National security.

E-mail: defence_club@abv.bg
, defence.club@abv.bg

In the process of cooperation between organizations we created a team of
adherents from different professions and branches – military leaders,
public figures, historians and geo-politicians, security experts, industrial
leaders – both from the defense and civil industry, producers and traders
from the defence branch, telecommunication, IT and high-tech
companies.

